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ANCC Arlington 

Introduction:  Scorecards change as the result of changes in the golf course configuration 

(routing), yardages, hole handicaps, local/USGA rules and key personnel (e.g. head golf 

professional and golf course superintendent), not to mention the desire to have more aesthetically 

pleasing scorecards.  Most of these reasons apply to Army Navy Arlington.  The ANCC 

Foundation has initiated a scorecard and related material collection, but our collection is far from 

complete.   

Unfortunately, scorecards seldom include a issue/revision date (our current supplier, Golf 

Associates, started including a date in 2016).  Therefore, we have used indicators such as course 

configuration, the named golf professionals and golf course superintendents, committee minutes, 

and scorer dated scorecards, not to mention gut instinct, to estimate dates.  If you have any 

clarifying / amplifying information in this regard, your sharing it with the Foundation 

(info@anccfoundation.org) would be most appreciated. 

 

The Original Course:  Drawing from the ANCC  

“Historical Review, 1924-1989. 
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The Original Arlington Golf Course 
 

The original golf course at Arlington was designed by Major Richard D. Newman.  Although 

there is evidence that the first nine was designed by Marshall Whitlach, a local professional and 

one-time head professional at Burning Tree, Newman is generally credited with the design.  The 

first nine opened in in September 1928 followed by the second nine the following summer.  The 

course opened with temporary greens and proved itself to also be temporary as it was replaced 

starting in 1935 by a golf course designed by Herbert Strong.  This scorecard is from the period 

July 1930 (when the name was changed to Army Navy CC) through 1933. We do not have a 

scorecard labeled as Army, Navy and Marine Corps Country Club. 

 

Scorecard was donated to the Foundation by Ralph Elder whose late wife 

 Karen was on the committee that wrote the ANCC “Historical Review, 1924-1989”. 
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Army Navy CC Arlington – 1934 

The internal pages of this player-dated (August 8, 1934) scorecard contains identical information 

to the preceding scorecard. This scorecard, however, is probably a later edition because relative 

sophistication of the print fonts and the verbiage (that which is legible) of the rules page.  

Additionally, where the preceding card had no printer credit, this card has the same printer credit 

(Leroy Printing) as the following 1936 scorecard.    

 
Scorecard Donated by William Anhut who received it from Don Davison (a relative of MAJ Davison) 
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Army Navy CC Arlington – 1936 

In 1936 work was underway on the new (Herbert Strong) 27-hole golf course.  The “pen-and-

ink” changes for the 17 and 18th hole probably represent the substitution of two new holes (the 

current White #8 and #9) for the original Newman 17th and 18th holes.  A study of the original 

Newman course routing makes this change quite logical.  This is one of the few indicators we 

have the transition from the original course to the new course. 

It should be noted that the signatures of the “Scorers” are Al Burton and Dan Burton, the brother 

professionals of that time. The players appear to be a “Major Taylor” and “RaK”. 

Scorecard provided by the USGA Museum 
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Army Navy CC Arlington – 1939 

This scorecard provides additional evidence of the transition to the Strong golf course.  It has the 

“Inner Nine” (today’s Blue nine) as the first nine and today’s White nine as the second nine.  

Combine this with the fact that today’s Red nine was originally designated as holes #19 through 

#27 and one can conclude that today’s Red nine was the last nine to be completed and was, 

therefore, may not have been available for play in November 1939. 

Scorecard provided by the USGA Museum 

 

Who is “J.B.R”? 

JBR was Jack B. Redmond, a PGA professional and Yale University golf coach who played in 

the 1927 British Open.  But he is best known as a “trick shot artist” who toured the world giving 

exhibitions of his skills.  He is reputed to have played 2,800 unique courses in 41 countries. 

Redmond kept meticulous scorecards of all his rounds and willed his collection to the USGA 

library.  On November 9, 1939 his playing companions were “Bill Popham” and LTCOL 

Kenneth Buchanan, who as a Colonel won the ANCC Men’s Club Championship in 1945.   
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Army Navy CC Arlington – 1946 

This JBR scorecard provides is insightful.  It provides a complete scorecard for the original 27-

hole layout while providing some insight into the changes dictated by the loss of ~20 acres to the 

construction of the Shirley Highway.  ANCC contracted Donald J. Ross and Associates to 

address the necessary changes.  Ross sent his primary assistant, J.B. McGovern, to ANCC and 

spent “several days” in May 1944 at Arlington himself.  The known changes made were: 

1) Shortening #5 (Red #5) by moving the green forward. 

2) Changing #6 from a short dog-leg left par 4 to a par 3 (Red #6).  See scorecard below. 

3) Moving both the #7 (Red #7) and #13 (White #4) tees to the right.  

 

Apparently #14 was given a new green, something not otherwise documented.  It is known that 

#14 green was moved as part of the 1970 widening of the Shirley Highway. 

 
Scorecard provided by the USGA Museum 
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Army Navy CC Arlington – “Stroke Book” 1947 

The “Stroke Book” appears to be a yardage book without the yardages.  It does, however, 

provide a view of the hole configuration.  In comparing the yardages with the 1946 JBR 

scorecard, the following is noted: 

 

1) Hole #6 is printed as a par 3 (200 yards) in stead of a “pen-and-ink” change (216 yards). 

2) Hole #14 is listed as 408 yards vice 361 yards, giving support to a new green being 

constructed for this hole as part of the Shirley Highway dictated modifications.  

3) Hole #5 remains 404/408 yards, not consistent with the movement of this green forward 

as part of the Shirley Highway change. 

 
“Stroke Book” provided by the USGA Museum 
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ANCC Arlington – “Stroke Book” 
(Continued) 
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ANCC Arlington – “Stroke Book” 
(Continued) 
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ANCC Arlington – “Stroke Book” 
(Continued) 
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Glebe Road Changes, 1948 - 1950 

In 1948 Arlington County took steps to straighten Glebe Road, resulting in the loss of 

approximately 5 acres at the Northeast corner of the property.  Our archives include a J.B. 

McGovern proposal from May 1948 to address this situation. There is also evidence that Robert 

Trent Jones, Sr. submitted a proposal but no copy has been found. In the end ANCC chose the 

most straight forward (an undoubtedly least costly) option which included: 

1) Moving the 15th (White #6) green forward, thus shortening the hole from a 447-yard par 

5 to 333-yard par 4. (Original green site was across today’s Glebe Road) 

2) Moving the 16th (While #7) tee to the right. Original tee was on the far side of Glebe Rd.  

3) To compensate for the loss of one stroke to par (#6) during the Shirley Highway changes 

and the loss of another stroke to par resulting from the shortening of #15, the following 

additional changes were made: 

a. Lengthen #3 (Red #3) from a 225-yard par 3 to a 364-yard par 4.  

b. Lengthen #4 (Red #4) from 416-yard par 4 to a 480-yard par 5.   

Scorecard for this Configuration Not Held 

 

17th Hole Changes – 1952-53 

The original configuration of the 17th (While #8) hole had the tee behind the 16th (White #7) 

green and two-tiered green up the hill on the left. The green site is now a dump site, on the 

opposite side of the cart path from the White #9.  In other words, it was essentially a right-angle 

dog-leg with a significantly elevated green.  This green was one of lore: 

• Steve Tobash tells of Ben Hogan playing this hole as part of the Washington Post Pro-

Celebrity Charity Tournament (held at ANCC Arlington 1959-1961).  According to 

Steve, Hogan hit three shots into the green, all of which spun-back off the green and 

down the hill to come to rest at his feet. 

• The following is from “Here is Where the Big Brass Relaxes”, Saturday Evening Post, 

September 26, 1953, page 32: “Last December, when Gen. Omar Bradley accompanied 

President-elect Eisenhower on his tour of Korea, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff concluded a military briefing at a forward command post with, “Any questions?” 

 

“Yes, sir,” a battle-weary veteran of the Korean fighting declared. “I’d like to know 

whether they’ve rebuilt the seventeenth green at Army Navy Country Club.” 

 

General Bradley, a past president of the club knew just what his questioner was talking 

about.  The club’s golf course is one of the sportiest and most difficult in the vicinity of 

the capital. It has produced as many wry slogans as it has sand traps, most of them 

conceived in frustration.  “Every shot a sidehill shot at Army Navy” testifies to the 

rolling terrain.  “Every putt a downhill putt” is an exaggeration. But at the time the 

officer in Korea asked him about No. 17, General Bradley could truthfully say that this 

particular green was “the only one in my experience where, if you miss you putt 

(downhill) your next putt has to be a seventy-five-yard uphill pitch shot.”  Happily, 

however, General Bradley was able to add that by the time the officer who asked the 

question was rotated back to the States this summer, he’d find that No. 17 green had 

been removed from a slope at the top of a steep hill to a comparatively level area nearby. 

 

The club contracted with Richmond-based golf course architect Fred Findlay in early 1952 to 

develop the plan to move the green to its current location.  The project was completed in 1953. 

Scorecard for this Configuration Not Held 
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Shirley Highway Widening - 1970 

 

The loss of just under one acre to the 1970 widening of the Shirley Highway resulted in several 

changes to the golf course. Originally the Club contracted with Ed Ault to design the changes, 

but then shifted to Algie Pulley.  The changes were as following: 

• The construction of a new par-3 #6 (the reversal of today’s White #3). 

• The abandonment of the #6 green in favor of using the #12 (today’s Red #6) green in its 

place. 

• The swap of the #6 (subsequently eliminated with CRI reversal of this hole) and #12 

(today’s Red #6) tees. 

• The movement of Red #5 green forward. 

• The movement of both the #7 (Red #7) and #13 (White #4) tees to the right. 

• The abandonment of the #14 (White #5) green in favor of a new green on the site of the 

original #20 (Blue #2) green. 

• The construction of a new #20 (Blue #2) green and the conversion of the hole from a par-

4 to a par-3. 

• The creation of ponds to the left of the White #5 fairway and in the left front of the #20 

(Blue #2) green. 

This scorecard probably dates from shortly after incorporation of these changes. While the 

scorecard reflects the Algie Pulley designed changes, the routing plan has the yardage for hole 

#20 (the current Blue #2, shown as #2 on the routing plan) as 318 yards, the approximate 

yardage of the original par-4 #20. One would think that such an error would have been corrected 

in short order.  This scorecard is far less sophisticated than the 1978 scorecard.  Note that the 

scorecard refers to the Inner/Blue Nine as the “Middle” Nine. 

This scorecard was provided by the USGA Museum 
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Shirley Highway Widening - 1970 (Back) 
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ANCC Arlington – 1978 

 
The golf course was electronically measured in November 1975 and efforts were made to have 

new pictorial scorecards with the distances for the start of the 1976 golf season.  Unfortunately, 

numerous problems with errors and printing were encountered that resulted in the delay of the 

introduction of these new cards until April 1, 1978. 
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ANCC Arlington – 1978 (Back) 
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  Arlington 1990-1992 

This card is identical in format to a Fairfax scorecard that credits Charlie Mock as the golf course 

superintendent.  The only years that Bob Wilbur’s tenure at Arlington and Charlie Mock’s tenure 

at Fairfax overlap are 1990-1992.  It is quite possible that this card remained in use after 1992 

since Bob Wilbur continued as the golf course superintendent. 
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Arlington – May 1998 

This scorecard is from prior to the closing of the Inner Nine to facilitate its renovation (July 2000 

to Labor Day 2001 (opening of Inner Nine minus new Blue #8 but including old #26) and March 

2002 (Blue Nine, including new Blue #8, enter the rotation).  

 

 
Scorecard Provided by Bill Goss Who Also Provided the May 1998 Date 

 

“Inner Nine” Transformation to “Blue Nine” 

2000-2002 
In 1999 Army Navy hired the McDonald Design Group (Joel Weiman, Senior Designer) to 

upgrade the “Inner Nine” so it could be used as part of a three nine rotation.  The changes made 

included the following: 

• Took the par-3 #26 out-of-play (today’s practice pitching green) and replaced it with the 

current par-4 Blue #8. 

• Lengthened the hole #27 (Blue #9) from a 356-yard par-4 to a 452-yard par-5 (White 

Tees). 

• Added a total of 346 yards to the nine. 
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“Inner Nine” Transformation to “Blue Nine” 

2000-2002 (continued) 
 

• Constructed new green complexes for #25, 26, and 27 (Blue #7 -9) 

• Increased the green size on #21, 23 and 24 (Blue #3, 5 and 6) 

• Constructed 22 new bunkers 

• Added forward tees & increased the size of existing tees. 

• Improved the remaining green complexes. 

Our archives do not include the following period related scorecards: 

1) Period during which the Inner/Blue Nine was under construction July 

2000 through Labor Day 2001), i.e. and 18-hole scorecard.  It is possible 

that the Club continued to use the pre-construction scorecard. 

2) Period from Labor Day 2001, when the Blue Nine was opened using the 

original Par-3 #26 vice the Par-4 Blue #8, to March 2002 when the 

completed Blue Nine entered the rotation.   It is possible that such a 

temporary scorecard was never introduced. 

3)  Period from March 2002 to the beginning of the CRI in 2007. This card 

would have reflected the 2002 changes (Blue #8 & 9) while excluding the 

CRI changes (Red #6 and White #3). 

 

ANCC Arlington – Course Renovation Initiative (CRI) 

2007 - 2009 
 

After voting against implementation of the Golf Improvement Project (GPI) in 2005 the 

membership undertook a slightly less ambitious project that kept 18 holes open at each campus 

throughout the three years of the project.  Richard Mandell was hired as the golf course architect 

and was restricted from moving green sites with one exception – the former Red #6.  The 

changes implemented included: 

• Reversal of former Red #6 (par 3) and its re-designation as White #3. 

• Re-designation of White #3 as Red #6. 

• Bunker Re-designs. 

• “No Mow” / “Native Plant” areas introduced 

• Upgraded Irrigation System 

• Added and Re-Built Tee Boxes. 

 

The following are the scorecards for each of the three CRI phases. 
 

Phase I - 2007 
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ANCC Arlington – Course Renovation Initiative (CRI) 
(continued) 

 

Phase II – 2008 
 

 
 

 

Phase III - 2009  

 

 

 

Phase III (Back of Card) - 2009 
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Arlington – 2013 

This scorecard is a “proof” of the 2013 version of the Arlington scorecard provided by Golf 

Associates. The only difference between this proof and the actual scorecards is the presence of 

the revision date (2013) below the company logo.  Golf Associates first started to revision date 

on the actual scorecards in 2016.  
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Arlington – 2017   

This is the first Arlington scorecard to include the revision date (in this case 10/17), located to 

the right of the Golf Associates logo in the lower right corner of the back of the card. 
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Arlington – 2019  

This scorecard, dated May 2019, reflects the new rules of golf introduced by the United States 

Golf Association and the Royal and Ancient Golf Association.    

 

 

 

 

 


